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Summary 

Figure 1:  Section through original velocity model used for 
Kirchhoff and common azimuth wave-equation migration (salt body 
in white). 

Figure 2:  Result of Kirchhoff depth migration. 

Figure 3:  Result of common azimuth wave-eqaution depth 
migration. 

 
Imaging a salt body in the deep Gulf of Mexico that is 
characterized by rapid changes in topography and small-
scale rugosity of its top surface demonstrates limitations in 
3-D Kirchhoff depth migration.  Common azimuth 
wavefield-continuation ("wave-equation" for short) 
migration sharpens the top salt image and reveals details 
unseen in the Kirchhoff image.  This allows us to pick the 
salt body more accurately and to improve the image of the 
subsalt target with the corrected velocity model. 
 
Introduction 
 
Wavefield-continuation based migration algorithms that 
downward extrapolate the 3-D prestack wavefield have 
been recently shown to produce better imaging results than 
Kirchhoff migration in many synthetic and real data cases 
(Popovici, 2000): wave-equation for short methods are 
potentially more accurate and robust because they are based 
on the full wave equation and not on an asymptotic solution 
based on ray theory.  Wave-equation methods handle 
multipathing naturally in contrast to Kirchhoff methods.  
Focusing and defocusing effects of velocity variations are 
correctly modeled.  Antialiasing is handled implicitly. 
Amplitudes are consistent with the wave equation. 
 
In an example from the Gulf of Mexico, we show that 
common azimuth wave-equation migration results in a 
better characterization of the salt/sediment interfaces, 
which in turn allows the construction of a more accurate 
velocity model and thus an iterative improvement of the 
seismic image. 
 
Comparison of Kirchhoff and wave-equation imaging 
results 
 
We migrated a 3-D Gulf of Mexico dataset with the same 
interval velocity model derived from previous processing 
(Figure 1 shows one target line) both with a Kirchhoff 
(Figure 2) and a common azimuth wave-equation algorithm 
(Biondo and Palacharla, 1996; Figure 3). 
 
A detailed comparison of the top salt surface that is 
characterized by steep flanks (Figure 4 top), deep and 
narrow canyons (Figure 4 middle), and small-scale rugosity 
(Figure 4 bottom), reveals the limitations of the Kirchhoff 
method. The wave-equation image is sharper, more 
continuous and reveals details of the top salt topography. 
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Figure 4:  Details of top salt.  Left: Kirchhoff depth migration. Right: Common azimuth wave-equation depth migration.  Note the improvement
in continuity and resolution of the top salt horizon, especially in the deep canyon (middle panels). 

Especially the clearer image of the deep and narrow canyon 
in the top of the salt body (Figure 4 middle) leads to a 
substantive revision in the interpretation of the top salt 
horizon. 
 
Sharp corners at the bottom of the salt body generate 
artifacts in the Kirchhoff migration that are clearly reduced 
in the wave-equation image (Figure 5 left and middle). 
 
In areas where the top salt is well described in the initial 
velocity model, base salt and subsalt reflectors are clearly 
imaged by the wave-equation migration without the need of 
further enhancement (Figure 6) 

Improving the wave-equation image 
 
We enhance subsalt reflector continuity by correcting 
residual move-out in the image gathers produced by the 
wave-equation migration (Figure 5 right).  Residual move-
out correction uses the technique of migration velocity 
analysis on the common image gathers (Liu et al., 2001) to 
remove residual curvature from the migrated arrivals before 
stack. 
 
Since the velocity structure of the Gulf sediments is fairly 
simple and the salt body can be well approximated by a 
constant velocity body, the main improvements in image 
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quality will come from a better delineation of the salt body 
in the migration velocity model.  The sharper salt body 
image achieved by the common azimuth wave-equation 
migration enables us to pick the shape of the salt body in 
more detail.  We then insert the new salt body into the 
background (sedimentary) velocity model and remigrate 
(Figure 7 right). 
 
Because of the large velocity contrast between sediments 
and salt, even subtle changes in the shape of the salt body 
can lead to drastic improvements in the continuity of base 
salt and subsalt reflectors (Figure 7 left). 
 

 
 
 

Conclusions 
 
We show that wave-equation migration can dramatically 
improve the imaging of complicated salt/sediment 
interfaces compared to Kirchhoff migration methods.  The 
wave equation image reveals more details of the top salt 
topography and suppresses migration artifacts generated at 
sharp corners of the salt body.  The resulting better 
delineation of salt bodies in the migration velocity model 
leads to better continuity of subsalt target horizons and 
sharper fault definition. 

                       
Figure 5:  Details of base salt and subsalt sediments.  Left: Kirchhoff depth migration.  Middle: Common azimuth wave-equation depth 
migration.  Note the reduction in migration artifacts below the salt keel.  Right: Residual moveout correction enhances the subsalt image of the
wave-equation image in the middle. 

                         
Figure 6:  Base salt and subsalt sedimentary reflectors on a different cross line.  Note continuity of base salt reflector up to near-vertical dips, 
continuity of subsalt sedimentary reflectors up to the salt body and subsalt faults mostly free of migration artifacts. 
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Figure 7:  Improvement in the imaging of the base of salt after repicking the salt body.  Top: Wave-equation image with original velocity 
model.  Bottom: Wave-eqaution image after repicking detailed shape of salt body in the velocity model.  Base reflection is more continuous
and crossing events have been eliminated. 
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